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Batting 

Skill 

Notes Improvements 

Playing in 

the ‘V’ 

- Head, feet, eyes, hands, bat. 

- Head towards the ball. This is to get our 

body in a good position to play the correct 

shot with CONTROL (key word). If we do not 

get our head to the ball, we end up playing 

shots away from our body which leads to 

missing, edging, etc, as we are not in 

CONTROL. 

- Playing off the front or back foot, we want 

to get our head over the ball. This is because 

our head is the heaviest part of the body, 

meaning that wherever we get our head, 

our body will follow- which we want moving 

to the ball, so we can play shots with 

‘control’. (Off the front foot) we want to 

make sure at the point of making contact 

with the ball, we are playing under our nose. 

So that we are......... yes you guessed it. In 

CONTROL. 

- By moving our head to the ball, our body will 

follow, resulting in our front foot moving 

towards the ball. Head leads, foot follows. 

We want the foot to be aligned with the line 

that the ball is bowled down, so that our 

base is in a good position to play the full 

range of shots.  

- Must ensure we have a stable base when 

playing any shot. This means a good, strong 

stride towards the ball, with a low centre of 

gravity, allowing us to be balanced. Meaning 

that we can play shots with......... CONTROL 

(get the idea?)  

- Top hand grip, with the bottom hand 

relaxed on the bat just supporting the 

weight. If we clench- it is impossible to come 

through bat straight and play the line of the 

ball. Bat must be straight, showing the full 

face to allow good connection with the 

ball........ with control. 

- From tapping bat on 

the ground to 

preparing when the 

bowler is running in, to 

playing a shot, to after 

making contact we 

want our eyes level. 

Why? If our eyes are 

not level, it means our 

head is leaning slightly 

to one side, leading to 

incorrectly balanced 

wight, resulting to 

incorrectly positioned 

body, feet, bat 

position, meaning that 

we cannot play the 

shot with CONTROL! 

- To play the ball under 

your nose, you have to 

WAIT for the ball. 

Playing the ball too 

early, means you make 

contract with the ball 

in front of your body, 

resulting in an 

uncontrolled shot. 

- A good indicator to 

show if we have a good 

base and balance is 

what we do after we 

play a shot. We have 

balance when we play 

a shot and are able to 

stay in the same 

position, holding the 

shot, without falling 

over. 

Scoring 

Runs 

- First and foremost, to score runs you MUST 

remember and put to practice all the above 

points. Head towards the ball, eyes on the ball, 

- DO NOT forget the 

basics.  

- Assess the game 



 

wait for the ball, playing under your nose, stable 

base. 

- Adjust where you stand. This could be 

movement in your crease- deeper; to give you 

more time and more likely to play off your back 

foot, outside; to turn a good length ball into a 

half volley. Or dance down the track to put the 

bowler off their length; scoring zones- over 

bowler's head, over cover, or around to COW 

corner. 

- Direction-->Target-->Space/gaps-->Game 

situation 

- Look for the green; gaps between fielders, this is 

where you can score runs. Plus shot selection. 

Questions you should be asking yourself: ‘What 

shot do I need to play to get the ball there?’ and 

‘What ball needs to be bowled to be able to play 

that shot?’ 

- Short delivery; likely to have to play off your 

back foot- Pull/hook or cut shot. 

- Full delivery; play off your front foot- cover 

drive, straight drive or leg glance. 

situation. If high run 

rate required/ towards 

the end of innings, try 

things to put the 

bowler off their 

lines/lengths to try 

score runs. 

- Judge length. The 

quicker you pick up on 

the length of ball 

bowled the sooner you 

are in the correct 

position to play the 

right shot to the ball 

bowled.  

 


